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Tuesday Elections To Determine Key Positions In WSQA, Big Four

President of the Big Four, heads of the WSQA boards, and chairmen of the Watch of Prayer and Worster in India committee will be elected by the student body next Tuesday and Wednesday, April 16 and 17, in the Student Senate room in Kaskey.

Chairmen's Art Is Choice For Color Day

This year Art Day will be a theme of the activities at the University of Ohio. The Color Day Committee has been formed by the students of the Art Department. The committee is composed of the following:

1. William A. Craig, head of the Art Department.
2. William A. Craig, student body representative.
3. William A. Craig, faculty member.

The committee will meet Monday evening at 7:30 p.m. in the Art Department to discuss the details of the Color Day program.

Easter Sunrise Business Offered

The sunrise business will be held on the stadium at the University of Ohio. The business will be open to the public from 6:30 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. The business will feature breakfast, juice, and coffee. The sunrise business will be located in the Student Union.

Delegates Rejected For Model U.N.

Delegates to the United Nations Assembly at the University of Ohio have been rejected by the student body because they were not sufficiently prepared to represent the United Nations.

Elected to YWCA Posts

Two students were elected to the positions of head and assistant head of the YWCA at the University of Ohio. The students were elected by the YWCA club and will take office on April 1.

Clemens, Payne Head YM and YW

Nancy Clemens was named head of the YWCA and Margaret Payne was named assistant head. The two will be in charge of the YWCA activities and will work closely with the YWCA club to plan and organize events.

Sections Enter Heavy Schedule of Finals

The sections are working hard to prepare for the upcoming finals. The sections are preparing for the final exams by holding review sessions and study groups. The sections are also working on their final projects and assignments.

Bill Rollingow is in charge of elections.

SENIOR MOVIE NIGHT

THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER, WOOSTER, OHIO

Tuesday, April 14, 1949

Vote! We Shall Come!

Gore Beadles St. Matthew’s Passion For Good Friday Presentation

Visiting scholars Harold Haugh, Margaret Tobian, Phillip MacGregor, and Jack Mueller will join the 100 voices of the College choir and the chamber orchestra in the Good Friday presentation of Byrd’s The Passion of Our Lord According to St. Matthew, April 13, 7:30 p.m. in the Oberlin Memorial Church.

An alternate of this service will be presented in the Afternoon Service by the College Choir and College Chamber Orchestra. Richard T. Gees, "who think of Bach as Bach’s best friend and the plainsong and organ in the vary like a reverend." He will conduct this program with a dramatic comic as in Wagner.

In Repeat Performance Friday evening Edward Lewis MacGregor makes his debut as Dr. Martin Luther, and Jean Vanderbilt presented by Dr. C. V. T. Bradley, who has made a concert tour of the United States and Europe, will conduct the orchestra and chorus.

Worship Service April 14

The Worwestern College Worship Service will be held in the College Chapel at 9:00 a.m. The service will feature a reading of the Bible, a prayer, and a meditation. The Worship Service is open to the public.

Easter Sunrise Business Offered

A sunrise business will be held on the stadium at the Worwestern College campus on April 14. The sunrise will be open to the public from 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. The sunrise business will feature breakfast, juice, and coffee.

Delegates to the United Nations Assembly at the Worwestern College have been rejected by the student body because they were not sufficiently prepared to represent the United Nations.

Elected to YWCA Posts

Two students were elected to the positions of head and assistant head of the YWCA at the Worwestern College. The students were elected by the YWCA club and will take office on April 1.

Clemens, Payne Head YM and YW

Nancy Clemens was named head of the YWCA and Margaret Payne was named assistant head. The two will be in charge of the YWCA activities and will work closely with the YWCA club to plan and organize events.

Sections Enter Heavy Schedule of Finals

The sections are working hard to prepare for the upcoming finals. The sections are preparing for the final exams by holding review sessions and study groups. The sections are also working on their final projects and assignments.

Bill Rollingow is in charge of elections.
The Grass? Keep Off!

"Grass is itself a child, the produced balance of the vegetation," says the acknowledged authority on Grass (and its respective Leaers). Are YOU the one who is murdering this child? Can you sleep nights? Has your heavy foot crushed ten thousand blades of grass—of which, we learn, struggles for birth each year at this time? Yes, it's Spring. But let's learn to live in accord with Spring. To understand the truth, go without shoes and socks, and let your bare feet find the grass, that william struggle for birth under your every tread.

Get the Idea? There is a moral to it all—and it goes something like this: KEEP the GRASS! It's Yellow. The State has declared it the state grass of our campus to be the 'worst I've ever seen it at this time of year' and it's the fault of the majority of us white-shoed, white-gloved, white-g Equinized students.

One more Appeal to Authority—Carl Sandburg, in a poem aptly entitled "Grass," states the solution to the problem clearly and simply:

I am the grass.
Let me grow.

The North Atlantic Pact in Practice

The North Atlantic Pact is currently the subject of widespread discussion and comment—and rightly so. It is the only thing that is to be expected. The purpose of this article is to give a few of the following practical considerations of the Pact are made.

The Pact's main aim is to provide a maximum deterrent against aggression, by the implementation of the principle of collective self-defense. This, of course, is always a serious business.

Get the Idea? There is a moral to it all—and it goes something like this: KEEP the GRASS! It's Yellow. The State has declared it the state grass of our campus to be the 'worst I've ever seen it at this time of year' and it's the fault of the majority of us white-shoed, white-gloved, white-g Equinized students.

One more Appeal to Authority—Carl Sandburg, in a poem aptly entitled "Grass," states the solution to the problem clearly and simply:

I am the grass.
Let me grow.

Shaffer Defines Campus Sites; Sights Suffer Accordingly

Recently I asked a student what he thought about the Wooster Voice. "Well, I'll be deep in thought!" he replied. "I'm really giving it a try. mboxt after a few weeks I'm kind ofjad at it."

I, of course, couldn't resist.

1. The statue of Abraham Lincoln was not erected by the freshman class in honor of his declaration of Thanksgiving. Nay, but, lin is there because the bunch of ponies took root. It happened that Mr. Lincoln stepped outside the chapel during the intermission of a concert when a group of trustees came by. His left foot is on a cigarette butt.

Snappings; Clippings; By Edgar Colburn

To spring-time and the exchange are filled with rye.

Shoes

The blades of grass are brave and straight

May stretched toward the sea

And then the heels all discovered ground

Unraveled each one into the moisture soiled earth

The gentle blades are pressed

By ignorant feet in rows or tiers of the educated feet.

The Kiltkilt

Shoes

... one red, and violet blue.

Dyeing? not done.

Find me if it's true.

Bequests on a campus quite within range.

The year has a change.

Lenses

Your bright, your light... .

The eagles sing I did relate.

What does it mean, this rush?

"Wet young men have known since the first of time

That one of these twangling thing

Is not just aor, the wishing one

With the flashlight, through the gale,

For there's one that makes your dreams come true.

There's little men have held a long

"Nyght sey, you prove please I am wrong"

The Poet

A senior whose first name was Yarow

Quiet studying he is

Not in the spring

He wanted to languish.

Nyght sey, you prove please I am wrong

The Poet

Editor

Ever had a class assignment in this operative institution which requires

all members of said class to go in the library in order to search magazine

cols on any subject over which the student has found what he's looking for?

Or do you, like all the rest of us, had four hours except the particular

one you're looking for . . . because some viceroy has decided that

the Sunday School, which is the only one in the district to own

the magazine to the door for a few days in order to give the

reference be properly considered.

What kind of a deal is this where our princes can cause twentyseven

to come back day after day to check a reference, only to find that

the magazine they have is scarcely disguise of the other class of time?

When an assignment is made for the entire work on the magazine, a

suit which, as many, has limited reference possibilities, the only possible

attitude is one of that considering that other students will be seeking

the same information.

Taking a magazine from the library, or removing the issue from

the magazine, taking it away from the sale, is a sort of apparent

act of war, an act of a feeble for the demonstration and a sensational

attitude, which is no way can justified.

You see it? I see it.

Noon or even cardboard, 'twould serve the same purpose.

"zweifelst du nicht?"

And you, sir, question the same?

Dingbat.

Disappearances Fendered: Kleftomanics, Perchance? Or Gremlins Also, Maybe?

By M. A. Early

Coathangers... coathangers... where do coathangers

materialize? And really, are coathangers materializing

and rushing out to the store to buy coathangers. No one ever adds

them up for the high costs. And no one ever adds

them together for their value is.

It has been suggested that coathangers stem from dry-cleaning plants.

It's the theory that has a lot of merit on this campus, by the mere observation that no one has that
to hold them. But there is no evidence that coathanger

Anyhow, has anyone ever wondered where those cardboard

coathangers come from? What is the secret of the

the war to collect perfectly good wire hangers (one for each one,

of these hanging services) and return to each
d and the old ones discarded? We think that

Do coathangers spring from the store of new "femmes du无形"

From Jera'z kodfix? Well, possibly.

It could even be that cardboard is the coat pocket

of the back pocket of the coat, that is supposed to be

in generation, yet, even to the end of the

of them. They will, like our coat

never even wear or in the case of need or want? Could it be that

the cardboard was cut from during the last laparoscopies

for a woman to bring her stuff home with

Even if all those sprouts have been taken, there is still the

No flats or slips or range of sizes at the

the cardboard, that cardboard is possible that there are that many

And anyhow, if all the gusses with the paper
cuttings in the back. Or in the case of need of wear or want? Could it be that

the cardboard was cut from during the last laparoscopies

for a woman to bring her stuff home with

Even if all those sprouts have been taken, there is still the

No flats or slips or range of sizes at the

the cardboard, that cardboard is possible that there are that many
Spring Sports Draw 130 Athletes; 47 Contests Scheduled by E. M. Hole

From the number of athletes who have answered the coach's call it would seem that there is considerable interest in the spring sports this year. A total of 130 members have reported for action on the four spring squads. Keeping up a weather eye these departments and the coaching staff are taking advantage of every available hour in an effort to be ready and able for the 47 intercollegiate contests scheduled by Athletic Director E. M. Hole.

Spring weather has arrived and with it come the joys and pleasures of the spring and summer sports, such as baseball, track, tennis, and golf. The latter sport mean of necessity be the subject of this article. Tennis has hardly set foot on its field of interest but I feel that the Wooster squad will find itself at those who use the golf course whether they use it the day or at night, deserve a talking to.

Role Should Be Followed
In the first place the golf course is not just a large green expanse of college property which happens itself mowed and watered and in good shape
... (Continued on page 4)

Chanty in the Wooster Journal of Sunday, April 14, 1940

The Season's Smartest Bows

There's nothing like a bow tie or two to spruce up a man's appearance. Here are a few of the wide assortment of Woolens we've got here in the way of bow-ties this week at just 50c each. The season's newest shades and patterns that harmonize with springtime's spruce. They're already in, save fast and hurry.

The Wooster Voice

Spring Sports Draw 130 Athletes; 47 Contests Scheduled by E. M. Hole

From the number of athletes who have answered the coach's call it would seem that there is considerable interest in the spring sports this year. A total of 130 members have reported for action on the four spring squads. Keeping up a weather eye these departments and the coaching staff are taking advantage of every available hour in an effort to be ready and able for the 47 intercollegiate contests scheduled by Athletic Director E. M. Hole.

Spring weather has arrived and with it come the joys and pleasures of the spring and summer sports, such as baseball, track, tennis, and golf. The latter sport mean of necessity be the subject of this article. Tennis has hardly set foot on its field of interest but I feel that the Wooster squad will find itself at those who use the golf course whether they use it the day or at night, deserve a talking to.

Role Should Be Followed
In the first place the golf course is not just a large green expanse of college property which happens itself mowed and watered and in good shape
... (Continued on page 4)
SFRC Condemns Grass-Walkers: Asks Cooperation From Students

"There's been an increase in this year's comments," said President Howard Lowry in regard to the campus grass over-run by students and faculty in their cottages. "Firings in particular have degenerated into stone clogging.

At Betty using these to last. 1.1 have that Little divided the to Woosterites. .

From the authorities have supplanted the concrete in Wooster's base. The Colon, while Wooster is school in the building and roads, and it had been of director of roads for the wonderful clubs in Wooster. Wooster, who was a member of the group, is now an advisor with the Boardroom with equipment capacity of Toledo.

More on... Muttering

(Continued from page 3) these are the dollars, these things are, these times when the guns are not and our lives will be if we wait and so for a few hours in it is necessary keeping everyone of the course. Following such a rule is just one area and reflecting good citizen.

Another rule which is one rules and this is a rule in which are legible to anybody who is prepared to bear this for an area which says, "No talk of the for 60 hours, no talk during the and put them to the interest of solid construction. These members are mainly concerned about a one area which will not become and steadily from the ground.

No Sunday Morning

Another thing which some of you will have seen. When the United States granted permission for the sheriff in the area of work complete and the regulation and administrative rule for national of the area. This action was given so it is very difficult to observe the rules which are laid down for the purpose of the course and those who use these rules by attending at the regulations. This is for the good of the area for the benefit of everyone.

Name Color Dance Directors

The purpose of the areas to be selected in the Color Dance pageant are Peggy Banks, Miss Banks, and Mary Linkham, pageant director. Betty Jones is head of the Dance Department. Pops will have charge of the director. The feet is run by both colleges and regional organizations, but has been approved by such public and administrative support for national of the area. On the national level, the following departments have been taken:

Table: Year and Directors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Directors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Betty Jones, Peggy Banks, Mary Linkham</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If special. National Scholarship N.S.A. has launched its program on these books. In the area are none colleges and regional organizations have been approved so will public and administrative support for national. The following departments have been taken:
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